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Cache Profile 
Each month, we try to take a peek at some of the caches in 
which our travelers visit.  After reading about some amazing 
caches thus far, we thought we would begin a new feature 
and profile some of the most interesting caches visited by 
our bugs.  In December, two of our travelers (Jetting to the 
Finish for a Win by Barasaur and Con of 9 Tails/Tales by 
Capt. Cache) each found their way to GC5HM11 on 
separate days and dropped by different cachers.  Christmas 
Cache 2014 as the cache is named was hidden by the 
caching team of Mr. and Mrs. Geo Santa and is hidden just 
outside Saratoga Springs, NY.  Mr. and Mrs. Geo Santa have 
hidden this cache every year since 2008.  Based on the 
cache description, it is hidden each year with geo presents 
for cachers of all types including the veterans, the newbies, 
geo dogs and geo kids.  Those lucky enough to find this 
cache are encouraged to take one of the wrapped gifts and 
not leave anything behind.  The cache is simply a way to 
celebrate the geocaching community. Following the holiday 
season, the Christmas Cache container is replaced with a 
traditional container including swag and a new log.  Based 
on some of the logs written during this holiday season, Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo Santa went all out by incorporating the 
Christmas spirit to this container.  Take a peek at this 
amazing cache at www.geocaching.com and have a blast 
reading this year’s logs from those lucky enough to find 
Christmas Cache 2014.
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Mystery Monthly 
Goal for January - 
Who likes football? 

It looks like our Mystery Goal 
for the month of December 
was too big a task for our 
travelers.  None of our bugs 
managed to make an 
appearance in NYC for New 
Years Eve.  Maybe we should 
try something a little simpler 
for January.  In honor of 
upcoming Super Bowl XLIX 
which takes place in Glendale, 
AZ on 2/1/15, the first bug to 
be placed in a cache hidden in 
Arizona will win this month’s 
mystery goal. 

Total Miles Raced 

Our travelers have racked up 
some serious mileage since 
beginning this little race.  The 
grand total of mileage 
accumulated thus far is …

212,440.12 

Don’t forget to check 
our family blog.         
www.MemfisMafia.com 

Travel Bug Times

http://www.MemfisMafia.com
http://www.MemfisMafia.com
http://www.geocaching.com
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26 States Visited

11 Countries Visited

Ireland Great Britain

The Netherlands Germany

Japan Belgium

Thailand

South Korea

Guam

Czech Republic

Sweden
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What Do You Know 
About the Czech 
Republic?
On December 21st, Felicia the 
Travel Cat owned by Dutch Cocoa 
and Beans made its way to the 
Czech Republic.  Since we get to 
add a new location to our tracking 
map, we thought we would also give 
everyone some fun facts you might 
not know about this European 
country.

• The Czech Republic is a 
landlocked country in Central 
Europe bordered by Germany, 
Austria, Slovakia and Poland.

• The Czech Republic is almost 
entirely surrounded by mountains 
with the exception of its 
Southern border.

• The Czech people are the world’s 
heaviest consumers of beer at 160 
liters per person per year.

• The Czech Republic is less than 
1/8th of the size of Colorado but 
has one and a half times as many 
caches as Colorado.  (Definitely a 
cacher’s paradise)

• A Czech National named Otto 
Wichterle invented the soft 
contact lenses in 1959.

• The Czech Republic is 
considered the castle capital of 
the world with over 2,000 castles 
and/or castle ruins.

Mileage updates:

top 5 mileage-getters as of 12/31/14…

1.  Going-Up                          98,043.4 mi

2. Dutch Cocoa & Beans            7,056 mi

3. Capt. Cache                          6,728.2 mi

4. Dud & Plato                         6,083.9 mi

5. HoneyBuzzed                       5,564.93 mi


